The problem of electromagnetic wave propagation in a doubly-periodic magnetodielectric layer bounded by two uniform infinite media is solved by new method based on the rigorous volume integro-differential equations of electromagnetics.
METHOD
Formulation of the problem is as follows: from the region 2 (z<-h) with complex relative permittivity ~2 and permeability p2, a linearly-polarized plane electromagnetic wave is incident at an arbitrary angle cp on the double-periodic infinite layer (region 1) bordering the region 3 (z>O ) with complex relative permittivity ~3 and permeability p3 (Fig. 1) . The periodic cell of the layer is an oblique-angle parallelepiped of arbitrary sizes along the ql axis and the q 2 axis, L,,, and Lq, are periodicities of the layer in the ql and q 2 direction, respectively. The parallelepiped is characterized by the complex relative permittivity EI (ql, q 2 ) and permeability 111 (171, qz) and has the thickness h. We suppose that the incident wave is TE-polarized and a is the angle between the ql axis and the electric field vector E lying in the plane of the layer and consider the field components in the (q, 5, z ) ortogonal coordinate system connected with the incident field polarization. We have to obtain the transmitted and reflected fields in the immediate vicinity of the layer. The form of the integro-differential equations for the electromagnetic field is taken from [l] :
Here the Green's function is presented in the integral form, V is the scatterer volume, Thus we can obtain the set of linear differential equations for the field functionals. By summing these equations over all segments we can express the fields and field functionals for individual segment through the ones for another segment, e.g.:
where
Next we solve the equation set for the field functionals and thus for the field components (the procedure in paper [2] ). Using the extinction theorem at the last stage we express the internal fields of the structure (region 1 and 3) through the incident wave field. Upon separation the equation set to be solved onto the subsets including the exponential functions with a positive and negative real part of eigenvalues, we apply the iterative procedure developed for calculations of characteristics of scattering from a very thick losser doubly-periodic magnetodielectric layer in a wide frequency range. Fig.2 are the results of the transmission coefficient calculation for the periodic structure composed of the array of square parallelepipeds with E = 3+0.01i, p = 1, lying on the half-space with ~3 = 3, Our results are in a good agreement with data concerned thick periodic structures and presented by other authors (see, for example, paper [3] , where the one-periodic grating of rectangular rods with h / L = 4 was considered).
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